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As the beneficial supplement for comprehensive processing system of Kunming
Local Taxation, the collection and management system for real estate transaction
tax-assessment provides the effective informatization processing methods that based
on delineation of power, procedure examination and approval and data concentration
throughout city for the vast tax staff in registration management of personal
house-property information, transaction management of house-property information
and management of fees and bills.
Through developing, this project strives to break the current situation that acts on
one’s own free will and supervises in different models between the tax departments,
establish the unified and normative supervision procedure, explore a kind of practical
supervision model, make the management thoughts and supervision mechanism run
through the ideas of information system construction, and provide reference for the
local tax administrative management.
Through analyzing the background of system development and the current
situation of the same industry products development at home and abroad, the major
problems of project which needed to resolve and the targets which should be achieved
shall be proposed, than Visual Studio 2010 adopting as the tools of software
developing, SQL Server 2008 being as the stored database and C# object being as the
language of analyzing and designing description, the requirements analysis and the
system design for the collection and management system of real estate transaction
tax-assessment shall be carried out; at the same time RUP system modeling method
shall be adopted to implement the detailed design and code implement to the function
modules for information acquisition of houses location, data acquisition of housing
stock, assessment of house-property and inquiry of house-property assessment, thus















Through developing the requirements for various business in house information
registration, supervision, inquiry, charge, etc. and the data interactive relationship of
Kunming local taxation, the current registration, supervision, house-transaction and
bills management in local taxation, and the working procedure for charging during
local taxation and bank shall be sorted. In accordance with the actual situation and
business requirement of the current information construction in Kunming Local
Taxation Bureau, the overall architecture, the functional architecture, the layered
architecture, the storage architecture and the network architecture of whole system
shall be analyzed and designed, the flexibility, the stability, the extensibility and the
security of system shall be guaranteed, thus separation of user interface and
transaction logic shall be achieved, and it shall be achieved as far as possible during
the developing procedure that fully protect the early developing achievements, as well
as possibly guarantee the scalability and maintainability of information system.
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